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ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY

6) Attempt all questions.
fii) All questions eany equal marks.

1 Artem t an four parts of the following : 5x4=20
(a "Em1ronment has a direct impact on the physical,

mental and social well being of those living in
it." - Discuss.

(b) Explain the significance of biosphere, atmosphere,
hy rosphere and lithosphere.

(c) Enumerate and discuss the esse-ptial requirements
of an ecosystem. 'r

(d) Explain the concept of ecologlc~l pyramid.
(e) \Yhat do you mean by "Recycl~ng" ? Why it is

considered as an integral part of solid waste
Is.. management ?-...--

(f) 'With a neat sketch, explain the functioning of
hydrologi~al cycle.

2 Attempt any four parts of the following 5x4=20
(a) What are natural resources ? How will you

classify the global natural resources ?
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(b) Define Lapse Rate. How lapse rate affects the
stability of environm{~nt ?

( ,) Dilll rcntiate between food web and food chain.

(d) \Vlnt is thermal pollution? State and explain the
various sources and causes of thermal pollution.

() What do you mean by deforestation? Explain the
direct and indirect benefits of forests.

(I) How we can clas~i:fY the solid wastes ? What
do you mean by solid waste management ?

(g) Distinguish between slow sand filter and a rapid
sand gravity filter from construction and
operational considerations.

Attempt any two parts of the following lox2=20
(a) Enumerate various air pollution control devices

for control of particulate emission at source.
Indicate the size range of pa~ic:Ulate that each
type of unit is capable of removing efficiently
Explain anyone unit with its ~n~rits and
demerits.

(b) How ca.n we conserve the natural resources ?
What are the alternative energy resources ?
Explain the difference between renewable and
non-renewable natural resources.

(c) (i) Discuss the salient features of major
i'sources of community noise. Explain the

methods for reducing the noise fi'om
transportation activities.

(ii) Write a short note on legislative" measures
to contr~l the noise pollution in India ..

Attempt any two parts of the following: lOX2=20

(a) Define ecosystem. Give an account of the
structure and function of an ecosystem. What is
ecological succession ?

(b) En~merate different characteristics of municipal
:olId wastes. What are the contaminants present
Il1 the leachate of a sanitary landfill. Describe
the functioning of an incinerator.

(c) Enumerate the various air pollution control
devices. Differentiate in the working of wet
scrubbers and electrostatic precipitator.

Attempt any t~o parts .,Q.l!:~e following : lOx2=20

(a) Enumerate the varioITs parameters used for
measuring the organic load of waste water. What
happens in the downstream side of a river from
point of discharge of untreated waste water in a'
river ?

(b) (i) Wh at do you mean by community ecology ?
Define the characteristics of a comglUnity ?

(ii) What is meant by 'flow of energy' in an
ecosystem ? What is its importance for
ecosystem?

I) ( i) What is ozone hole ? Discuss the effects of
o/one layer depletion and its remedial
1l1\'aSures ?

(II) I plnin briefly the salient features of Air
(/'11 \'lllion and Control of Pollution) Act,
I" I
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